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A Hole in One
You Will Need:
Coffee can
Nail
Hammer
Round balloon
Soap
THE HELP OF ONE OF YOUR PARENTS

Instructlons:
Ask one of your parents to make a
small hole near the bottom of a cof'
fee can by tapping the tip of a nail
into the metal can with a hammer.

Inflate a round balloon until it is
slightly larger than the can open-
ing, then tie the balloonshutl :n r.

Wet your hands and lather them
with a piece of soap. Rub your
soapy hands all over the surface of
the balloon.

Place the coffee can on its side on a
table with the hole facing up. Hold
the balloon next to the can opening
and start to suck air from the tiny
hole. The balloon will slip into the
can. Now blow air into the hole, and
you'll make the balloon leave.

1.

2.

3.

4.

94,"

This Is tVhat Happens:
By sucking ab from the can, you decrease the air preswre inqiile. The air pres-

sure outside the can is now greater, and this pusbes ngninss rhe hollmn- forcing ic
into the can- Blowing into the can does just the qmeire The p'ewre builds up



The Cfinger
Tm Wfn Need:
,Cardboard

Sissors
Suraight pin
Spool

Ilrtnrctlonc:

- Cut a piece of cardboard about 3
inches square. Fush a pin through
the center of the square.

I Place the cardboard on top of a
Iarge spool, with the sharp point of
che pin inside the hole.

$" Ue down on the floor face up.
Hold the spool to your mouth and
ury to blow the cardboard off by
hlowing into the hole. The card-
coard will cling to the spool no
rnatter how hard you blow.
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Ttrtr Is tVhat Happcnst
The air coming from your mouth rushes into the hole of the spool and exists be-

ilme€n the top of the spool and the cardboard. An area of low pressure is produced
"rn this space. The air above the cardboard pushes down on top of it and holds it
Smnly in place as long as you blow. In fact, the harder you blow, the tighter the
gnp becomes between the two surfaces.

,/a
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i Piilg'Pong Bath

You Wtll Need:
Bath spray hose
Funnel
Bathtub faucet
Ping-Pong ball
THE HELP OF ONE OF YOUR PARENTS

tob

Inetructloncl
1. Ask one of your parents to remove

the spray head from a bath spray
hose. then insert the natrow end of
the kitchen funnel into the hose
opening.

2. Connect the other end of the hose to
the bathtub faucet. Hold the funnel
so that it points downward into the
tub, and turn on the water.

3. Push a Ping-Pong ball into the
funnel as far as you can. Take your
hand away. The Ping-Pong ball
will not be pushed out, but rather
will stay securely in the funnel. If
you turn the water on faster, the
ball will only cling more tirmly.

l t t l l__l

\ \

\

Thtc Is What Happens: ; I

The stream of water rushing from the hose into the funnel produces an area of
low pressure between the funnel and the Ping-Pong ball. The air pressure out-
side the funnel pushes upward on the ball and supports it against the downward
thrust of the water. This erperiment is a good example of. Bemoulli\ principle:
The pressure in a flowing stream of liquid or gas is less than at its sides.
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Autornatic
Banana Peeler
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You Wtll Need:
Knife
Banana
l-quart bottle, with a neck about the

same width as the banana
Newspaper
Matches
THE HELP OF ONE OF YOUR PARENTS

lnstructlons:
1. Ask one of your Parents to use the

knife to slice a lYz'rnch cross'
section from a riPe banana (skin

and all).

Fold a 6-inch'long, l.-inch'wide strip
of newspaperuntil itis% inchwide.
Ask one of your Parents to light
this paper with a match and droP it
gently into the bottle.

When you see the flame start to die
out, press the banana firmlY on the
lip of the bottle. (It should not slip
down into the neck, but should
hang over the edge a little bit.) The
banana pulp will sliP into the bot'
tle, while the skin will remain out'
side, against the liP.

2.

3._- l

tr-'

4r
ff,lr Is lVhat HaPPens:

The heat produccd,inside the bottle causes the air to expand, forcing some of it

m trieave. Thin as you block the opening (with the banana), the cooling air occupies

ms spaee and has a reduced prelsute. The greater air pressure on the outside of

." uottt" purher thg sqft panana pqlp ilto the jar. The skin, however, is prevent'

rn, hom eniering by the edge of the glass lip'
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Stop When
I Say Enough

You Wtll Need:
Glass soda bottle
Water
Drinking glass

This Is What Happensr
When you raise the bottle, air blows

into it, pushing the water out of it.
When the water level in the glass
reaches the bottle mouth, the air out-
side the bottle presses on the water in
the glass and prevents any more water
from leaving the bottle.
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Instruetlons:
1. FiU a glass soda bottle to the rim

with water. Hold a clear drinking
glass upside down and place it over
the mouth of the bottle.

2. Holding both the glass and the bot-
tle together, turn them upside
down at the same time. Some water
may escape into the glass.

3. Raise the bottle 2 inches from the
bottom of the glass and keep it in
this position. You will see the water
come from the bottle and go into
the glass, but the water will stop as
soon as it reaches the level of the
bottle's mouth.

4. Repeat Step 3, raising the bottle
2 inches more. The water will never
rise beyond the bottle. Can you
explain why?
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The Big Bang
Trqr Wtll Need:
Smrirnd balloon
Sn *sors
"\**wspaper
llmfl-urches
Frass jar with a narrow mouth
T5E FiELP OF ONE OF YOUR PARENTS

$r i

Instructions:
1. Cut off the top half of a round bal-

loon and discard it. You will be left
with a solid piece of rubber.

2. Fold a piece of newspaper to ap-
proximately 3 by 5 inches. Ask one
of your parents to light the news-
paper with a match and place the
burning paper into the glass jar.

3. Quickly place the piece of rubber
over the jar's opening. Use both
hands to securely hold the rubber
against the glass sides, gtrasping
opposite edges of the balloon and
gently tugging with a slight out-
ward and downward motion. you
will see the balloon stretch upward
at first. Then the rubber will turn
inward until it bursts with a loud
bang.

lbie Ie lVhat Happen!:

_ The burning paper heats the air inside the jar, which causes the air to expand.
Tt:s is why'the balloon first bulges out. After the flame dies, however, the air
:rmls and its'pressure is less than the air outside the jar. The outside pressure
uru;shes the rubber down and breaks it.
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Fasclnating
RhythrR

You Wtll Need:
Small, glass soda bottle

Freezer
Water
Coin

Instruetions:
L. wash out an empty glass soda bottle and place it in the fteezer.

2. After several hours, remove the bottle and moisten the top with water. Set a

coin over the opening. The coin should make a seal at the mouth of the bottle.

B. Cup both hands around the sides of the bottle. Soon, the coin will jump up and

doivn, tapping out a fascinating rhythm on the glass surface.

Thts Is What HaPPenst
cold air is trapped inside the bottle. As it begins to warm up, the air expands

and forces the coin up. A little bit of air escapes and the coin falls back down. Tb

process is repeatea untit the air inside the bottle reaches the same temperature as

the air in the room.
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Trapped!
Tou Wfn Nced:
lrinking glass
"ffi-auer

Tbiu cardboard or index card

Instructlone:
Do this experiment outdoors or over

the sink.

Fill the drinking glass with water
up to the rim.

Set a piece of thin cardboard, or an
index card, on top of the glass. If
you see some air bubbles trapped
inside the glass, spill the water out
and start over again.

Holding your hand on the card-
board, turn the glass upside down.
Remove your hand from the card-
board and you will see that the
water remains inside the glass. Can
you explain why the water does not
fall out?

t.trls Ic What Heppenst
-{ tight seal is formed between the cardboard and the rim of the glass. The force

d eir pressure pushes upward to keep the cardboard in place. The water does not
ryuiltl out because the force of gravity pulling the water downward is not great
mough to break the seal.
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Fasclnating
Rhythm

Need:
soda bottle

You Wtll
Small, glass

Freezer
Water
Coin

o''aw

Instructlons:
l .Washoutanemptyglasssodabottleandplaceitinthefreezer.

2. After several hours, remove.the bottle and moisten the top with water' Set a

coin over the opening. The .oir, ,t oold make a seal at the mouth of the bottle'

3. cup both hands around the sides of the bottle' soon' the coin wilt jump up and

down, tapping out a fascinatingrhythm on the glass surface'

This ls TIhat HaPPenss

Cold air is trapped inside the bottle' As it begins to warm up' the air expands

and forces the 
"oirr 

np. A littte.bit of air escape' utJ itt" 
"oitt 

falls back down' The

process i, ,.upuut"a Jrrtiitt 
" 

ui,. irrria" ln" Uottt" reaches the same temperature as

the air in the room'
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fnrtnrctlone:
Do this experiment outdoors or over

the sink.

1. Fill the drinking glass with water
up to the rim.

Set a piece of thin cardboard, or an
index card, on top of the glass. If
you see some air bubbles trapped
inside the glass, spill the water out
and start over again.

Holding your hand on the card-
board, turn the glass upside down.
Remove your hand from the card.
board and you will see that the
water remains inside the glass. Can
you explain why the water does not
fall out?

mf Ir What Happenst
4i *ght seal is formed between the cardboard and the rim of the glass. The force

Mt rmr pressure pushes upward to keep the cardboard in place. The water does not
umilll mt because the force of gravity pulling the water downward is not great
@,gh to break the seal.

2.

3.
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Tou Wlll Needl
Newspaper
Water
Dinner plate

Stuclt Lllte Glue

Matches
Wide-mouth jar

THE HELP OF ONE OF YOUR PARENTS

Instructlonsl
1. FoId a newspaper Page several

times until it measures aPProxi'
matelY 4 bY 5 inches. Soak this

piece in water, until it is completely
fuet, then Place it on a dinner Plate'

2. Fold a smaller Piece of drY news-
paper, about 4 bY 4 inches, into a
-ou*o* 

%'inch-wide striP. Ask one

of your Parents to strike a match

attd Ugttl this striP, then droP it

into the wide-mouth jar.

3. Ask your Parent to quicklY turn

the jar uPside down on toP of the
plate with the wet newspaper' Press

iirmly on the jar and eontinue hold'

ing tiris position until the flame has

died out and the jar has cooled'

4. Now have someone griP the dinner
plate and hold it against the table'

iop. TrY to lift the jar' You

"u-o't-th" 
jar remains fastened to

the Plate.

Thtc Is lVhat HaPPCnst

The burning strip of paper heats the air inside the jar' This hot air expands and

some of it is forced from the jar. As the air remaining in the jar cools' it contracts

and its pressure is reduced. The ootrid" air pressilg"l top of tne.i.ar and under'

neath the plate is stronger than the inside aii and trotas the two objects together

firmly.
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Tn tltl Heerl:
Smwlrs
f,f,mc Hd fuom a cottage cheese

':mrrr..n- er

FrlmnryuJf squirt cap from a bottle of.nils,h mash in g liquid
-Hnrup

friumlrnn hAllOOn

frnGrrrctions:
: 'iar a hole Ta inch in diameter in the

smr€r of the plastic lid from the
co{tage cheese container.

L Cmter the push-pull squirt cap
'n,er the hole and glue it to the lid,

mirh the lid's writing face up. Use
mough glue so that no air spaces
are left between the plastic surface
of the cap and the plastic of the lid.
ilet the glue dry completely.

I. tstrow up a round balloon and slip
:he opening over the opening on thl
Cosed squirt cap.

q" Place the device on a smooth sur-
face, such as a table top, and lift the
squirt-cap opening so that the air
es€apes from the balloon. your

T)ace car will glide effortlessly over
\fartian territorv!

This Is What Happensr

- 
The air you blow into the balloon is under pressure. When you attach the bat-

'uon to the squirt 
"aP'l 

op9ni1s, you create a seal that prevents the air from leak-:mg out' As the nozzle is lifted, the only path the air cut tuke is through the innernole in the cap to the underside of the a-9yice'. Here, a cushion of 
"ii 

rpt.ads alongirc flat surface of the cottage cheese lid, the entire device ir ."ppl*ed by therur cushion, and it appears to be floating on top of the table.

-
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Putfirlt Funnel
You Wttl Need:
Funnel
Glass bowl
Water

Inctruetlons:
1. Set a funnel, small side up, on a counter top, then set a large glass bowl next

to it. Notice how high the tip of the funnel extends. Fill the glass bowl with

water to a level just below this point.

2. Hold the funnel between your thumb and middle finger, keeping your index

finger over the small opening. Push the funnel into the water until it touches

thJbottom of the bowl. Raise your index finger slightly. You will feel a puff of

air blown at your finger.

Thts Is lVhat Happenst
When you are holding the funnel with your finger over the tip, aquantity of air is

inside the device. As y-oo pt"r. the funnel to the bottom of the bowl, this air re-

mains trapped inside lhe funnel-your finger blocks it from the top and the water

blocks it irom below. When you remove your finger, the pressure of the water
portt6 against the air inside the funtt"l and forces it out throqS-h the small hole. If
^you used"a glass funnel, you could see the water level rise inside the funnel as the
puff of air hit your finger!
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Daring Diver
You Wtfl Need:
l-quart clear glass soda bottle
Water
Eyedropper
Cork

Instructlons:
1. Fill the l-quart soda bottle with

water almost to the top.

2. Squeeze the rubber bulb of an eye-
dropper to draw up some tap water
into the tube. Set the eyedropper
into the soda bottle. It should float
upright near the top. If the eye-
dropper sinks too low or bobs above
the water surface, adjust the
amount of water inside the glass.
tube until it floats properly.

8. Next, fill the soda bottle the rest of
the way to the top. Place a cork
over the opening and press down.
The eyedropper will dive to a lower
depth. By releasing the pressure on
the cork, the diver will raise itself
back up. Repeat the pressing and
releasing process oveJ and over
again, and you will see the eye'
dropper dive and return, dive and
return. . . .

lLfu Ic What Happenst
r*. Emnall pocket of air remains inside the eye&opper. When you apply pressure

qp prnshing down on the cork, this volume of air is reduced. More water flows into
fu uropper, it becomes a little heavier, and sinks lower. When you release the
f,mlme{l're, the compressed air expands to its original volume. Water leaves the
rulrtgper. and the dropper becomes lighter, and rises to the surface.
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Huruay for Spray
You Wttl Needt
Paper straw
Scissors
Drinking glass
Water {\,4j

q

Instructions:
1' plit a paper straw across, about Ys ftom one end, making sure you do not slit'it 4l the way through. Bend the straw back like a hinge-and iisert the shortend into a drinking glass.

2' Fill the glass with water until the level almost reaches the hinged part of thestraw' Now blow hard through the long section of the straw. witer will sprayfrom the glass.

Thts Is lVhat Happensr
When you blow through the straw, the swiftly moving jet of air reduces thepressure above the hinged opening. The air pressure over the water is nowgreater, and this pushes water up the short section. When this water hits thestream of air, it is. carried away ujdtops of water. This is trr. ru*" frinciple usedin many squeeze'type spray bottles. lnshad of blowing through a straw, how-ever' you force air through the mechanism with a hand puLp.
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Tn fiil Nc€d:
futtl:rnlffi':,g glass
illffi;Mr,m

I m'um's

fnctructlons:
1. Fill a clean drinking glass with tap

water. Place two straws in your
mouth and lower your mouth to the
glass. Allow one straw to enter the
water, but let the other one hang
outside the glass.

2. Try to sip some of the water. You
will find that the water will not rise
up the straw.

3. Now place the tip or side of your
tongue tightly over the end of the
dry straw (the one that is outside
the glass) and try to sip some water
again. This time the water is easily
sipped up into your mouth.
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This Is What Happens3
\ormally, you sip a liquid through a single straw, creating a tight seal between

Jour mouth and the straw. The action of sipping lowers the air pressure inside
:;our mouth to a point slightly lower than the air pressure on the surface of the
;quid. It is now this greater pressure that pushes the liquid up the straw. In the
experiment, the extra straw was open to the outside air. This did, not allow a de-
crease of pressure because more air was entering your mouth when you sipped.
tsut by placing your tongue over the outside straw, you created the necessary air-
right seal for lowering the air pressure inside your mouth. Therefore, you could
successfully sip!
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Fan Glub
You WtU Need:
2 thermometers, 1, or both, with an

exposed bulb
Cloth
Thread
Water
Electric fan

Thts Is What Happensr
The fan helped to blow moisture

from the wet cloth into the air. This
evaporation of moisture into the air
requires heat. The necessary heat was
taken from the thermometer bulb.
which caused the liquid inside to be-
come cooler and the temperature to
drop. No such forces were acting on
the other thermometer, so it did not
lose heat.
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Instructlonss
1. Make sure the two thermometers

grve identical readings. Wrap a
piece of lightweight cloth once
around one of the exposed ther-
mometer bulbs, and tie it in place
with thread.

2. Wet the cloth with water, then hold
both thermometers, side by side, in
front of a blowing fan. After a few
seconds have passed, read the
temperatures. The thermometer
wrapped with a wet cloth has a
lower reading than the unwrapped
thermometer.
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or Ship Out
Shape Up

Glass
Measuring cup
Water

T; Will Need:
Su:mry"a1 bottles and jars

.rm. r'arious shapes
fu nJate

ffiuctlons:

frfferent shapes, be sure to include
siome with narrow and some with
wride openings.

L IL sing a measuring cup, pour exact-
ly 1 cup of water into each of your
;ars, plus 1 cup each into the pie
plat€ and glass. If 1 cup is too much
o'r not enough for the containers
you have chosen, you can increase
c,r decrease the 1-cup amount, but
r.rake sure all the containers hold
-.he same amount of water at the
start of the experiment.

L Set the containers in a warm, dry
place overnight or longer. Then
measure the amount of water in
each vessel. You will find that they
all have varying amounts of water.
Can you explain these differences?

fhis Is lVhat Happensr
Each of the containers lost water due to euaporation-liquid changing to vapor

und escaping into the air. The pie plate probabty lost the most water becaur" it
:t"nd the greatest surface area of water (spread out flat) exposed to the air. In other
wn'rds, there was more water in contact with the air, so there tvas more water
creilable to escape at the surface. Other containers that were skinny and had
m'all openings lost the least amount of water. Can you imagine how much water
maporates from a large body of water, such as a lake, in a single day?
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Thlngs That Go lDrip
in the Night

You Wtll Need:
Coffee can
Hammer
Nail
String
Thumbtack
Water
Blue food coloring
A very cold day-below 32o F.

THE HELP OF ONE OF YOUR PARENTS

o l \ j  o q 1

o za-<-
lnetructlonc:
t. e$ one of your parents to punch B holes, equally spaced, around the top edge

of the coffee can. A hammer and small nail work well for this.
2. Tie a piece of string through each of these openings, then tie the ends to one

longpiece of string.

3. Next, punch a tiny hole in the bottom of the can with the thumbtack.
4. O:r a cold night, fill the can with water and add a few drops of blue food coloring.

Then, using the long piece of string, hang the can ouldoors. You will find a
shimmering blue icicle suspended from the can in the morning.

Thtr lc What Happen$r
The hole in the bottom of the can allows water to drip through slowly, one drop

at a time. First, some water freezes to the cold can. Then more drops flow out anl
freeze to this new surface. The icicle grows from top to bottom, 

"uih.t"* 
drop in-

c-reasing its length, and the next day-behold a beautiful blue icicle shimmering in
the morning light!
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Operation
fce Lift

fr Will Need:
tffiess
XM't6,m
lcs eube

TLfu Is What Happen$r
llhe salt caused the ice cube to melt

m''mund the string. Then the water re-
hmne. freezing the string to the ice
nurme and allowing you to pull it up
wmh the ice cube attached. Salt is used
M nnany roads and sidewalks in the
,qmuertime on ice and snow because it
irrmrers the melting point of water.
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Instrrretlons:
1. Fill a glass with water and place an

ice cube on the surface.

2. Tie a loop, about 1 inch in diameter,
in a piece of string several inches
long. Set the loop on top of the ice
cube.

3. Sprinkle some salt over the top of
the cube where the loop sits. Wait a
few minutes. Gently pull the string
up. The ice cube is lifted above the
water.
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Bricltworlr
You Wtff Need:
l-quart milk or juice carton
Water
2 outdoor benches
Thin, uncoated wire
Brick
A very cold day-3z"F. or colder

Instructlons:
1. Fill the l-quart carton with water

and place it in the freezer until it is
frozen solid.

2. Take the carton out of the freezer
and run a little warm water over it
so that you can slide the ice from
the container.

3. Go outdoors and rest the chunk of
ice between two supports, such as
picnic benches, placed side by side.

4. Tie a piece of wire around the ice
and tie a brick to the wire's other
end so that it dangles from the wire.
As the time passes, you will see the
wire slice through the solid piece
of ice. However, the ice will not
be cut in half. The brick will fall to
the ground as the ice remains on the
benches.

Thts Is What Happenss
The weight of the brick pulls on the

wire, exerting great pressure on the
ice. This causes a small strip of ice to
melt where the wire sits. Bui after the
wire passes through the melted area,
the water refreezes, and the ice re-
mains in one solid piece.
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Frosty,
the Snow Gan

Tm Wtll Need:
Pnsic bag
JIIB

Manmer

-'-Enund coffee can
*n'r

-q :easpoon water
Fryer
YiT HELP OF ONE OF YOUR PARENTS

Instruetlons:
1. Fill a strong plastic bag with ice.

Set the bag on a hard surface, such
as a concrete garage floor, and ask
one of your parents to hit the ice
with a hammer until the ice breaks
up into tiny pieces.

2. Fill the coffee can about % full with
the crushed ice. Fill the can the rest
of the way with salt, and stir com-
pletely.

Place the % teaspoon of water on a
piece of ordinary note paper and set
the can on top of this.

Frost will form on the sides of the
can. Lift the can up. You will find
that the paper has frozen to the bot-
tom of the can.

Tbls Ie What Happencs
ts1' adding salt to the crushed ice, you have lowered the temperature of the ice

u;qgttly below the freezing point. As air comes in contact with the cool surface,
inrater molecules condense. This is known as dew. The dew quickly freezes, be-
:nming frost. The wet paper underneath the can also freezes and sticks to the
metal.
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Towel IDry
You Will Need:
Towel
Water
Clothesline and clothespins
A very cold day-below g2.F.

o i;;t

fnstructlons:
1. Wet a towel with water until it is

completely soaked. Squeeze out the
excess water by twisting the towel
over a sink.

2. Hang the towel outside by clipping
it to a clothesline with clothespins.
It should hang straight down. Go
back inside where it is nice and

After about an hour, go outside
again and examine the towel. you
will find that it is frozen stiff.

Examine the towel the next day.
Most of the ice will be gone and tlie
towel will be dry. Where did the ice
go?
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Thts Is What Happens3
The ice in the towel has a temperature of about g2' F. because it has just

froze. Ice at this temperature wili evaporate i"to ttt" air almosi as quickly aswater at the same temperature. The ice-does not have to melt into water first. Itcan turn into water vapor without be-coming a liquid. This process of going direct-ly from a solid to a gas is called sublimatio". e"a if there is a strong breeze out-side, this will speed sublimation because the wind. helps to carry away themoisture.
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Go AwaY

You Wtll Need:
Saucepan
Water
Frying pan
Ice Cubes
THE HELP OT ONE OF YOUR PARENTS

Instructlonc:
Fill a saucepan about % full with
water, and ask one of Your Parents
to boil it over high heat.

Fill a frying pan with ice cubes,
then give it to your Parent to hold
several inches above the steam es'
caping from the saucePan. Remind
your parent to hold the frying Pan
by its handle so his or her hands do
not come in contact with the
steam-steam is extremelY hot and
can burn! In a few minutes, You will
see raindrops fall from the bottom
of the frying pan into the boiling
water.

1.

2.

This Is lVhat HaPPenst

You have just produced rain the same way that nature makes it' The boiling

water caused *utii 
"upor 

(steam) to rise from the saucepan. As the steam hit the

cold surface of trre ttvi"g pan, it collected as moisture on the underside' soon' the

moisture became too heavy u"a feit us drops of water. In nature, a similar cycle

takes place. Oceu*, lu[tl, an-d strearr* iort water through evaporation' The

water vapor rises in-to the sty. ff"i., it is colder, so the water collects into clouds'

when the clouds become too heavy with water, drops of rain fall to the earth'
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Human
TherrRorneter

You Wtll Need:
Yourself
4 or 5 friends
Driveway or sidewalk
Chalk

Inrtructlons:
Did you ever wonder what makes

the liquid in a thermometer rise? In
this experiment, by making a human
thermometer, you will discover the
answer!

1. Gather 4 or 5 friends together on a
driveway or sidewalk. Stand as
close as possible in a straight line.
With a piece of chalk, mark the be-
grnning and end of the line.

2, Now try to remain as close as possi-
ble while everyone keeps turning
around without hitting each other.
Look down at the chalk marks. Has
the human line grown outside the
lines?

g\2G

C>

Thlc Ic lVhat Happenss
Every substance is made up of molecules. When molecules are heated, they

move about rapidly and separate slightly, taking up more space. This happened
with you and your friends in iine. Moving about caused you to take up more
space. And it also happens with the substance inside a thermometer. As the tem'
perature increases, the molecules of the thermometer's tiquid expand, take up
more space, and climb higher in the tube.
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UFO: Unidentitied
Floating Oil

You Wtll Need:
Fish tank
Water
Blue food coloring
1 cup vegetable oil
Stirrer

Instructlons:
1. Fill a fish tank or other large, clear

container about half full with
water, and add some food coloring
until the water turns to a deep
shade of blue. Then pour the oil on
top.

2. Slowly stir the water. The oil will
stay mostly flat near the top. Next,
stir the water very rapidly. The oil
will roll over and form a fluffy ap-
pearance. Do these shapes remind
you of anything?

I
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Thts Is What Happens:
You have just made a model of the formations that clouds make in the sk;r!

When the air is calm, the clouds assume a level shape, like the oil that yo.r fiirt
stirred. These kinds of clouds are called stratus. When the air is moving fast, how-
ever, the clouds roll over themselves, just as the oil did. Clouds like these are
called curnulus.
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Weather Wise
You Wtll Need:
Eound balloon
Glass jar, with

a 2-inch-wide mouth
Rubber band
Glue
Straw
Wooden match
Tape
Paper
Pencil

Instructlons:
1. Cut a round balloon in half and

stretch the bottom piece over the
jar. Secure the balloon tightly to
the jar with a strong rubber band
that is doubled.

2. Glue a soda straw to the top of the
rubber. Position the straw lo that
the end is in the exact center of the
balloon. If necessary, place a
weight on top of the straw until the
glue dries.

3. Ask one of your parents for a used
wooden match, and place a dab of
glue on the burned tip. Insert this
end into the opposite end of the
straw.

4. Tape a piece of paper on a wall,
then set your device on a table next
to it so that the match points to the
approximate center of the paper.
With a pencil, mark this position on
the paper. Check your device each
day and note the spot the match
points to.
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This Is lVhat Happenss
You have just made a simple home

barometer. You have probably heard
the weatherperson on television talk
about barometric pressure. This is
really a measure of the air pressure,
and your instrument works on the
same principle as the very expensive
barometers professional weatherpeo-
ple use. When the air pressure is high,
it presses on the balloon on your in-
strument. This pushes the rubber
down and raises the pointer. The oppo-
site happens when the atmospheric
pressure is low.

Watch the weather forecast and see
if your barometer pointer is high when
the television says that the air pres-
sure is high. A "high" usually means
nice weather, while low pressure-a
falling barometer-means stormy con-
ditions.
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Thundereraelters
You Win Need:
A thunder and lightning storm

Instructlons:
Can you tell how far awaY a storm

is? Here is a simPle way to find out'

1. The next time a big thunderstorm
occurs, watch for the lightning' As

soon as you see the flash in the skY,
start counting, "thundercracker 1,

thundercracker 2, thundercracker
3," and so on. (The time it takes
you to say "thundercracker," fol'

iowed by the number, equals about
a second.) StoP counting when You
hear the claP of thunder.

2. Now divide the number of seconds
you have counted bY 5. The result
will be the distance of the storm
center. For examPle, suPPose You
had counted to "thundercracker
10" when You heard the big
boom: 10 + 5 : 2. The storm is

about 2 miles away.

3. You can repeat the Procedure on
the next bolt of lightning. If the
storm is closer this time, You know
that it is traveling toward you' Bet-

ter get inside!
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This ls Tlhat HaPPenst

Light travels at a speed of.186,000 miles per second, so you see a bolt of light'

ning almost instanily when-it o"cutt. Soun-d, however, travels much more slow'

ivl""i 
" 

rp""a ofoniy '/u mile per second. When you see a bolt of lightning' you

know that the sound has just startld to travel. By determining how long it takes

to reach your ears, you can figure out how far away it was'
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. fnstructlons:
1. Blow up a balloon and tie the end

closed.

2. Cut several small squares of plastic
tape and press them to the surface
of the balloon. Make sure the edges
are smoothed down.

3. Now stick a small pin through each
piece of tape. The balloon *ill not
pop.

S+
ry

This Is lVhat Happenss

- 
As you press a pin into the balloon,

the adhesive compound on the tape
clings around the pin. This forms a
seal where the point is inserted, and no
atr can escape. A balloon pops when
air is allowed to escape, 

"rd 
so you

have a pop-proof balloon!
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Pop'Proof Bafloon
You Will Need:
Balloon
Cellophane tape
Scissors
Small straight pins
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Instant
Weight Loss

You Wilf Need:
A bathroom scale
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Instruetlone:
Here's an easy way to lose several

pounds instantly.

1. Stand on the bathroom scale and
raise your arms high above your
head. Read the dial and note how
many pounds you weigh.

2. Lower your arms rapidly to your
sides. You are suddenly many
pounds lighter. Oops! A few sec-
onds later, your normal weight re-
turns.

Thts Is lVhat Happensr
For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction-this is one of Sir

Isaac Newton's famous laws of physics. Bringing your arms down is an action
that you created. The opposite reaction is a force that pushes up, and this was
created by the scale's platform. The mechanical components of the scale detected
the temporary upward force, and this was recorded as a weight loss.
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Please Squeeze
You Wtll Need:
Your hand
Raw egg

\
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fnetruetlonc:
You probably won't believe this sim-

ple triek until you try it yourself, but
the results will amaze you!

1. Make sure your hand does not have
any rings or hard objects on it.
Then, hold a raw egg in your hand
over the sink.

2. Now squeeze your hand closed.
Don't be afraid to squeeze as hard
as you can. The egg does not break!
Can you explain why?

Thlc Is What Happens:
When you crack oPgn an egg the normal way, you usually hit it against some-

thing hard. The force is concentrated on only orr" urru, andthis spot in the shell
breaks. However, squeezing the egg in youihand spreads the force over a much
larger area. The egg can withstand this irrrru." beciuse it is shaped like an arch,
and an arch is extremely strong. Builders know this fact and use tlhe arch in many
kinds of construction.
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You Will Need:
Sheet of typing paper
Rubber band
Book

Inetructions:
1. Roll a single sheet of typing paper

into a tube and slip a rubber band
around it.

2. Stand the tube on end on a flat
surface. Carefully place a book on
top of the tube and you will see that
the paper supports the weight of the
book.

Thts Is lVhat Happens:
A tube is a shape that has much more strength than a flat object. This allows

you to place the book on top of the paper without crushing it. Pillars are a type of
tube shape, and they are used in some buildings to hold up their great weight.
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t Anchors Away
You WfU Need:
Thin cardboard
Scissors
Water
Dishwashing liquid

Inctructlons:
1' obtain a piece of thin cardboard and cut out a shape rike the one shown.

jlir..t* with water. when the water is carm, set the cardboard gentry on

3' Place a drop of dishwashing liquid in the opening. your cruise has begun!

Thts Is lVhat Happensr
The dishwashing liquid spreads itself over the water and flows from the small

;ffffiil*Xs 
action createl a force in the opposite d.irecrion, *rri"r, pushes the
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A Smashing
Good Time

Metal trash can
Water
Cork
Hammer

You Wtll Need:
Saw
Board
Small glass bottle

with a protruding IiP

THE HELP OF ONE OF YOUR PARENTS

Instructlonc:
Ask one of Your Parents to use the
saw to cut a notch in a long, flat
board so that the bottle can be sus'
pended from it bY resting the glass
lip on the wood.

Lay the board across a metal trash

""tt. 
fil the bottle to the toP with

water and insert the cork' Make
sure there is no traPPed air (no air
bubbles)inside. Set the bottle in the
notch.

1.

2.

3. Now, ask one of Your Parents to taP
the cork with a hammer, taPPing a
little bit harder with each strike of
the hammer. With verY little force'
the bottle will shatter into the trash
can. Of course' no one should trY to
pick uP the broken Pieces-leave
them in the trash can.

Thte Is lYhat HaPPencs a'

when the cork is hit with the hammer, a force is created that is transmitted into

the water. Since the water i, .oititr"d in a single area, the force is scattered

throughout the ,rrbrt"rr." in all directions. The walls of the glass bottle cannot

withsland this great pressure' and they break'
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Tube Test
You Wtll Need:
Paper tissue
Cardboard tube
Rubber band
Salt
Broomstick

Thts Is What Happensr
The layer of salt is composed of

many tiny crystals that are free to
move against each other. As you push
the broomstick into the salt, the trys-
tals send the force in many directions,
and the small amount of pressure that
finally reaches the tissue is not strong
enough to rip it open.
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lnstructlone:
1. Wrap a paper tissue around the

opening of an empty cardboard
tube, and secure it with a rubber
band.

2. Pour salt into the tube, about B or
4 inches high.

3. Holding the cardboard tube in one
hand, try to rip the tissue by push-
ing the broomstick into the open
end of the tube and into the salt.
No matter how hard you push, the
tissue won't break.



A Gripping Tale
You Wilf Need:
l-quart, empty mayonnaise jar
Uncooked rice

the
oard
bber

Knife with blunt, wide blade,
such as a cake knife
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Inctrqetlons:
1. FiU the empty mayonnaise jar with uncooked rice and pack it down firmly.

Add more rice until it's even with the top of the jar.

2. Poke the blunt knife into the rice several times to a depth of about 2 inches.
Then jab the knife in firmly, about 6 inches deep.

3. Now slowly pull the knife upward. You will Uft the jar of rice.
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Thts Is What Happens!
The rice grains, which fill the jar, have many air spaces between them. As you

poke the knife into these grains, they become tightly packed. When you finally
jab the knife deeply, the rice is pushed against the blade and holds it in place.
This gripping force enables you to lift the entire jar as you raise the knife.
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The
Tear'Along Blues

--$

--:-,

)

fnstructions:
l. Make two slits in a piece of paper.

2' Now use both hands to hold the paper at the top edges. Try to pull outwardwith a slow, steady force so that you fo.* three separate pieces of paper. you
will find that no matter how carefully you piii, yo,, will always end up withonly two pieces.

Thts Is lYhat Happens3
The cuts in the 

Papjr may be equal, but one side will always be weaker than the
9tl9t' Asyou apply force, ih" *"uk"r point rturi, to tear first. Then all the forceis directed to that spot until it is compGt"ty torn. bhe other two strips of paper re-main attached.
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You Wtll Need:
Paper
Scissors
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Breaking Away
'n

You Wtlt Need: r' . f
Empty food can, such as a sdir! can
Can opener
Scissors
Cardboard

Pail
Water
Drinking glass
THE HELP OF ONE OF YOUR PARENTS

Instrrrctlons:
1. Ask one of your parents to cut

away the bottom of an empty food
can with a can opener so that both
ends are open.

2. Cut a piece of cardboard that is a
little bit larger than the bottom of
the can.

3. Fill a pail with water. Hold the
cardboard beneath the bottom of
the can and push the can straight
into the water. When the outside
water level comes near the top of
the can, take away your hand from
the cardboard. The inside of the can
will remain dry as the cardboard
clings to the can.

4. Now pour water slowly from a
drinking glass into the can. When
the water level inside the can is the
same as the water level outside, the
cardboard will break away.

Thts Is lVhat Happenss
The empty can and cardboard act as if they were one solid unit in the water-

the force of the water presses upward on the cardboard, keeping it pressed to the
bottom rim of the can. However, when you add water to the inside of the can, you
are creating an opposite force-a downward force-which balances out the water
pressure in the pail, and the cardboard drifts away.
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Spin the Can
You Will Need:
Hammer
Nail
Coffee can
String
Water
THE HELP OF ONE OF YOUR PARENTS
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This Is What Happens:
Water squirts from the 5 holes that were punched in the side of the can. The

action of these water jets creates a backward force against the can, which causes
it to rotate.
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Instructions:
1. Ask one of your parents to punch b

holes into the side of a coffee can-l
hole above the other in a vertical
line-with a hammer and a small
nail, then 3 more holes, equally
spaced, around the top rim-8 holes
in all.

2. Tie string through each of the B
holes around the rim. Then tie the
ends to one long piece.

3. Tie the device to a low tree branch
and fill the can with water to the
top. The can will spin.
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Sea Cruise
You WtU Need:
2 antacid tablets
Empty plastic bottle, such as a

6-inch-tall shampoo bottle
Water
Pan

Instructlons:
1. Break apart two antacid tablets and put the pieces in the bottle.

2. Now fill the bottle about % fu\lwith water. Rest the bottle on its side in apan
of water. You will see the bottle-boat chug along the water's surface.

Thts Ic lVhat Happenst
When the antacid tablets and water combine, they form a gas that escapes

through the neck of the bottle. This backward motion of the escaping gas is
matched by an equal forward thrust, which propels the boat ahead.
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Garrot l|fe Up
You Wtll Need:
String
Carrot, with leaves
2 spools, 1 large and I small

Instructlonc:
1. Tie a piece of string, about 40 inches long, to the top of a carrot.

2. Slip the free end of the string through the large spool, then tie it to the smaller
spool.

3. Hold the large spool in your hand and begin making circular motions-the
small spool should swing in a circle. As you increase the speed of the motion,
the carrot will rise.

Thts Is lYhat Happens:
There is a force associated with the rotation of the small spool. This force pulls

away from the center of the circle and is called centrifugal force. Since the spool is
attached to the carrot, the "pulling-away" force is transmitted along the entire
length of string and the carrot is pulled up.
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Hang in There
Tou Wtll Need:
Wire clothes hanger
Penny

Inctructlons:
1. In one hand, hold a wire clothes

hanger by the hook. With Your
other hand, pull straight down on
the bottom wire at the middle.
Bend the wire until the hanger has
stretched lengthwise and an angle
has formed.

2. Slip this newly'formed bottom an'
gle over your index finger and allow
the wire to hang freely. (The hook
will now be at the bottom.)

3. Carefully balance a penny on the
tip of the hook. Slowly swing the
hanger back and forth on Your fin'
ger. Then build up a little speed and
spin the wire in a full circle. Con'
tinue spinning as fast as You like.
The penny will not fall off. When
you want to stop sPinning, do it
gradually, coming to a slow halt.
The penny still remains perched, as
if it had been glued to the sPot.
If you have trouble on Your first
try, practice a few times and You
will soon be an expert.

This Is What Happens3
While the wire is spinning, the tip of the hook exerts an inward force, which

pushes the penny toward the center of the circle. This force is called centripetal
force and prevents the coin from flying outward.
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Dapper Dollar
You Will Need:
Dollar bill
2 paper clips

Instructlons:
1. Fold a dollar bill into an 'S' shape. Then place a paper clip at each of the two

outer edges, hooking the short, single wire over the outer layer and inner layer.

2. Now use both hands to grasp the edges of the dollar bill. Pull quickly! The pa-
per clips will hook themselves together and jump away.

Thts Is lVhat Happensr
You folded the dollar bill into an 'S'-

shaped curve. When you tried to
straighten it by pulling the ends, the
paper clips were forced into the center
where they met each other. At this
point, the curve in the bill was re-
moved as the clips hooked around
each other.
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SuperrRan
You Wtll Need:
A friend
Broom

A\,

Thts Is lVhat HaPPenst
Even if your friend is bigger and stronger than you' you will always win be-

cause you have 
" 

ttiaa"" p"oi"t. You have much rnore leuerage*with one bent

"r* "riiog 
as a iu"i-,tnu' yoot friend has with two straight arms. A lever helps

to lift weights *iitr t"* 
"ffdd, 

giving you- a mechanical advantage-. So the direc'

tion of yoi, t ier,J;sposhing ioi." iJeasily offset by a much smaller force from

you.

lnstructlons:
Challenge your friend with this ex'

periment-you'll alwaYs win !

1". Ask your pal to hold both hands
straight out and grasp the broom.

2. Place one of Your hands in the
center of the broom, with Your arm
bent at the elbow, grasPing it with
a slight downward tug. Tell Your
friend that you bet he or she can't
push you over with the broom.

3. As your friend Pushes the broom
toward you, Push strdight uP. You
will remain standing in Place.
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Dapper llollar
You Wttl Need:
Dollar bill
2 paper clips

fnstructlons:

d

Fold a dollar bill into an 'S' shape. Then place a paper clip at each of the two
outer edges, hooking the short, single wire over the outer layer and inner layer.

Now use both hands to grasp the edges of the dollar bill, Pull quickly! The pa-
per clips will hook themselves together and jump away.

Thts Is What Happens:
You folded the dollar bill into an 'S'-

shaped curve. When you tried to
straighten it by pulling the ends, the
paper clips were forced into the center
where they met each other. At this
point, the curve in the bill was re-
moved as the clips hooked around
each other.

1.

2.
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Pathway
to the Stars

You Wtll Need:
Thread, 15 feet long
2 chairs
Plastic drinking straw
Tape
Long balloon

Instructions:
1. Tie one end of the thread to the back

of a chair. Slip a plastic straw over
the free end of the thread, then tie
this end to another chair. Move the
chairs apart to opposite sides of the
room so that the thread forms a
taut line.

Drape a 4-inch piece of taPe over
the middle of the straw. The ends
should hang loosely on each side.

Blow up a long balloon and pinch
the opening closed. Press the bal'
loon against the straw so that the
tape sticks to the rubber.

Release the balloon by taking Your
fingers away from the opening. The
balloon will rocket across the room.

2.

3.

4.

\ )
t t
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This Is lVhat Happenst
The air in the balloon is under pressure. As the air escapes from the back open'

ing, the thrust causes the balloon to shoot forward, along the path of the string.
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Diffusion Confusion
You Will Need:
Small bar of soap,

not the kind that floats
l-quart glass jar with lid
Glue
Paper
Water
Pencil

Instrrretlons:
1. The tiny bars of soaP from hotels

or airplanes are excellent for this ex'
periment, but if You don't have
any, slice a piece of regular soap in-
to several chunks that will cover
the bottom of the jar.

2. Glue a strip of paper up the side of
the jar. Then droP the soaP into the
jar, and fill completely with water.

3. Screw the lid onto the jar and set
the experiment in a quiet Place
where it will not be disturbed.
Check the exPeriment everY week
for several weeks. You will see two
layers in the jar. The soap dissolves
to form a heavy solution under'
neath the water. Mark the soaP Po-
sition on the Paper each week. This
layer slowly creeps uPward. Do You
know why?

Thts Is lVhat HaPPenst
At first, the soap dissolves in the water surrounding it. This is why you see the

layer of soap solution at the bottom. However, the molecules of a substance are

uliuuyr in motion, even though the substance may appear to be sitting quietly.

The soap and water molecules are in constant motion, always interacting.

Eventuaily, the soap solution distributes itself throughout the entire jar of

water. The scientific name for this process is diffusion'
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fc WiU Need:
I ;mmrn.ps
tu,muunlli balloon

[netnrctions:

f 'nches apart.

3 Fkce the deflated balloon between the two cups and blow air into it until
;ne sides of the balloon are touching the sides of the teacups. Then knot the
rpening of the balloon, without raising it from the table.

X. Slnrwly'raise the balloon. You will lift the two cups.

!!ir Is lVhat Happenss
Tse air that you blew into the balloon pushed the rubber against the walls of

ilm aups, The force of the air held the balloon snugly and prevented the cups
n-:n slipping away when you lifted the balloon.I
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